instead of chorea, behavioral of psychiatric disorders, and progressive dementia. Two western studies summarized the nonspecific onset movement including abnormalities of Parkinsonism, dystonia, ataxia, and tics [6, 7] [ Table 1 ]. In Chinese adult-onset HD patients, atypical initial symptom of ataxia was reported. [8] In their study, three out of seven patients developed chorea during follow-up visits, while the others did not. Their observations both confirm the clinical heterogeneity of HD in Chinese Han, and deserve the attention of clinicians since the combination of ataxia in the absence of chorea and an autosomal-dominant family history might lead to a misdiagnosis of spinocerebellar ataxia. Meanwhile, Kageyama et al. reported a Japanese adult-onset case of HD presenting with spasticity and cerebellar ataxia. [9] In conclusion, atypical onset of HD also occur in Asian population with HD and the first onset manifests were consistent with Caucasian population.
Juvenile-Huntington disease
Huntington disease is mostly adult onset. However, there are approximately 10% of the cases with age at onset (AAO) younger than 21. They are referred as JHD. JHD cases have been reported in the mainland [10] and Taiwan of China, [11] whose characteristics were similar to those in Caucasians. In China, the initial symptoms of JHD were seizures, intellectual decline, walking instability, and tics in limbs [10] [ Table 1 ]. In Caucasian population, onset symptoms of JHD were different from adult-onset ones, and JHD patients were more susceptible to have imprint fathers than mothers (67-100%). [12] Most JHD had CAG repeats lengths >60, and those with onset before 10 commonly had CAG repeats lengths >80. [13] In Chinese JHD patients, the CAG repeats expansions were all beyond 60 (mean CAG repeats = 80.8, ranging from 68 to 104). In addition, most of them were found of paternal transmission. [10, 14] 
Sporadic Huntington disease
Most HD patients have family history. But there also exists sporadic HD cases reported all around the world. [15, 16] Wang and Zhang [17] and Liu et al. [10] reported six sporadic HD patients in China, all of which had been diagnosed by genetic testing with no family history. Their average onset age was 40.8, with mild chorea but no significant mental disorder at diagnosis. The characteristics of Chinese sporadic HD patients are consistent with observations on HD patients all over the world. However, these reports failed to exclude the existence of family history of these sporadic cases since the parents of them might either harbor an intermediary allele or die before the onset.
Homozygous Huntington disease
Since it is rare that both parents are heterozygous for HTT, the frequency of homozygous HD patients is low, ranging from 0.1 to 0.4%. [18, 19] Squitieri et al.'s studies in the Caucasian population suggested that homozygosity in the expanded alleles did not lead to an earlier onset of the disease, but increased severity and rapid progression. [2, 18] Up to date, only one Chinese pedigree with a homozygous individual was reported, [20] suggesting that the homozygosity of HD seemed quite rare in Chinese Han population. The homozygote was 38-year-old and was, to the published date, free of symptoms. It was possible that symptoms in this individual might become apparent with increasing age. Therefore, because of the low incidence, it is difficult to assess the differences of homozygous HD between western and Asian population.
genotype And phenotype
Cytosine-adenine-guanine triplet repeats
Several studies consistently reported that the average CAG repeats size in western population was larger than that in Asian and African population. From the results of these studies, mean CAG repeats length of normal western population was 18.4 ± 3.7, while CAG size was 16.2 ± 2.5 in normal population of Africa, 16.4 ± 1.5 in the mainland of China, 16.6 ± 1.5 in Japan, 17.75 ± 1.95 in Taiwan of China, [21, 22] 16.8 ± 2.1 in India [23] and 16.5 ± 1.9 in Thailand [2, 24] [ Table 2 ]. Previous studies demonstrated the wild-type (WT) CAG repeats size was significantly larger in population with a higher prevalence of HD. [25] The expanded CAG repeats number in HD patients was inversely correlated with AAO. [26] Larger CAG repeats the expansion was also reported associated with the course of illness, such as severity or progression of motor, cognitive, and function. [27] Pulkes et al. ' s study showed that in Thai HD patients, pathological CAG-repeat alleles ranged from 39 to 48 repeats (43.5 ± 3.0). [24] This range was documented to be 36-95 in Japanese and 40-58 in Korean population with HD. [4, 5, 25] In a large Chinese HD cohort in China, triplet repeats in the shorter allele were between 8 and [8, 9] Chinese JHD [10, 11] Caucasian HD patients [6, 7] Ataxia Seizure Parkinsonism Spasticity
Intellectual decline Dystonia Walking instability Ataxia Tics in limbs Tics JHD: Juvenile Huntington disease. 
CAG repeats of HD patients
Western countries (479 cases) [2] 18.4 ± 3.7 >36
The mainland of China [28] 16.4 ± 1.5 36-120 Taiwan of China (35 cases) [21, 22] 17.75 ± 1.95 Japan (110 cases) [5, 35] 16.6 ± 1.3 36-95 Thailand (18 cases) [24] 16.5 ± 1.9 39-48 Korea (36 cases) [4] No data 40-58 India (28 cases) [23] 16.8 ± 2.1 41-56 HD: Huntington disease; CAG: Cytosine-adenine-guanine. 37 (17.7 ± 1.6). In the longer allele, a range between 36 and 120 was found [28] [ Table 2 ]. These studies in Asia also made a conclusion of a negative correlation (−0.65, r = 0.42 in China, [28] Pearson correlation coefficient = −0.757, P = 0.001 in Korea [4] ) between AAO and CAG repeats in the larger allele. In summary, different CAG repeats between western and Asian population do have effects on their different manifests.
Haplotype
Several studies showed that the difference in prevalence can be largely explained by HTT haplotypes. [29, 30] These studies showed that differences in frequency of HTT haplotype might account for geographic and ethnic differences in HD prevalence. The European general population chromosomes could be grouped into three major haplotypes including A, B, and C. The majority of HD chromosomes in Europe contain haplotype A. However, in the East-Asian population of China and Japan, the majority of HD chromosomes belong to haplotype C, and in Thailand the majority being to haplotype A5 and C. [24] Moreover, the highest risk HD haplogroup variants (A1 and A2) are absent from the general and HD population of China, Japan, and Thailand, while the frequency of the protective haplogroup variant A5 is very high in Asian general population. In contrast, variants A1 and A2 are found up to 20% of the general population in Europe. [31] Therefore, there is another explanation besides CAG repeats length to the low prevalence of HD in East Asia.
CCG polymorphisms
CCG repeats the region is a genetic polymorphism in the full-length HTT, locating in the first proline-rich fragment. It is still unknown whether the CCG polymorphism takes part in the pathogenesis of HD. In Caucasian population, expanded CAG repeats alleles were strongly associated with CCG7 alleles [2, 32] [ Table 3 ]. CCG7 alleles were present in 67.8% of WT HTT and 94.4% of mutant type (MT) HTT. In contrast, studies of Japanese and Chinese population showed strong linkage disequilibrium between CAG expansion and CCG10 allele. [5, 33, 34] In the mainland of China, several studies showed that CCG10 alleles presented in approximately 60.0% of HD patients (MT HTT) and 41.3% of normal controls (WT HTT). [33, 34] The percentage of CCG10 was 82.2% in Japanese HD patients and 37.3% in Japanese normal individuals. [5, 35] Furthermore, in population of Taiwan (China), CCG10 alleles were present in 69.4% of MT HTT and 39.2% of WT HTT. [21] These studies suggest that HD mutations in
Asian and Caucasian population might arise from different ancestral lineages. However, there is an exception. In Indian HD patients, the percentage of CCG7 is much higher than that of CCG10. [23] If CCG polymorphic region predisposes to CAG repeat expansion, the relative lower frequency of the predisposing CCG repeat size in Asian population, compared to western population, may be another explanation for the lower prevalence of HD. [1] Furthermore, CCG repeats number of four was first identified in an HD patient in India. [23] So far, there has been no evidence suggesting an association between CCG repeats region and clinical features. [2, 30] pAthogenesIs The pathogenesis of HD is still not elucidated. Many possible mechanisms are being explored. In particular, factors promoting apoptosis, phenomena causing the toxic aggregation of proteins, the blockage of trophic factors, mitochondrial dysfunction, and excitotoxicity have been studied. [36] In Asia, recently, there are some studies aiming to help explain the pathogenic mechanism of HD and even explore a new approach to HD therapy. Wu et al.'s study had found that onjisaponin B, which was on component derived from radix polygalae, one type of Chinese medicinal herbs, was able to induce autophagy and accelerate both the removal of mutant Huntington and A53T α-synuclein and onjisaponin B induced autophagy via the adenosine monophosphate protein kinase-mammalian target of rapamycin signaling pathway. [37] Besides, Xiao et al.'s study had showed that altered expression of genes involved in copper metabolism significantly modulated the HD progression via using a Drosophila model of HD. From their studies, they concluded that HD entail two levels of toxicity: The copper-facilitated protein aggregation as conferred by a direct copper binding in the exon 1 and the copper-independent polyQ toxicity. [38] These findings may help provide us detailed insights into the pathogenic mechanism of HD.
dIAgnosIs
The guideline of HD diagnosis is consistent with the western one. The diagnosis of HD depends on both clinical manifestations and genetic testing of HTT. [39, 40] 
Clinical evaluations
Combined with the description of Asian clinical characteristics above, the clinicians should focus on some atypical manifestations, such as the initial symptom of ataxia, Table 3 : Frequency of CCG alleles in normal individuals and HD patients in population of different geographical origins (n (%))
Alleles
Western countries (n = 479) [2] The mainland of China (n = 85) [33, 34] Japan (n = 73) [5, 35] Taiwan (China) (n = 36) [21] India (n = 28) [23] WT movement abnormalities of Parkinsonism, dystonia, and tics, even some sporadic cases, or juvenile patients with initial symptom of seizures, intellectual decline, walking instability or tics and so on. These profiles may imply that HD gene testing is helpful.
Accessory evaluations
For another, though genetic testing can confirm CAG repeats expansion in HTT, it cannot precisely predict the AAO, as a result, the precise onset time of gene-positive individuals was still hard to predict. There were substantial studies so far suggesting that a variety of additional data was predictive of pending diagnosis, including cognitive decline, subtle motor signs, reduced white matter volumes, and subjective complaints of noticeable change. [41, 42] Large studies of gene-positive individuals, most notably PREDICT-HD and TRACK-HD, have provided abundant evidences that changes of brain imaging and cognitive testing were detectable years before the expected clinical diagnosis. [43] [44] [45] In addition, new approaches have been utilized to detect the time of clinical onset, for instance, functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), structural-MRI, electroencephalography, and event-related potentials. [46, 47] However, research in this area is still blank in Asia.
mAnAgement

Gene therapy
Since the discovery of HTT, it has proposed possibilities for treatment based on silencing of the disease-causing allele or with compounds that reduce the production of disease-causing mRNA and/or protein. Therapies aiming at blocking toxicity theoretically were conceptually more complicated, as this requires an accurate understanding of the cellular location and the specific molecular dysfunctions that cause the phenotypes of HD. However, that was not yet available. [48] Gene therapy for HD is promising, yet a long way remains from preclinical studies to clinical trials. We hope the great advances in understanding the pathogenesis of HD could help explore the effective disease-modifying therapy.
Clinical management
Currently, there is no disease-altering treatment. What we are capable of at present is merely symptomatic treatment, which means to ameliorate the symptoms of chorea, depression, irritability, obsessiveness, and other behavioral symptoms. However, symptomatic therapy has limited benefits. Palliative care, even in the terminal stages of the disease may comfort the patients and their families. [49] Tetrabenazine showed a clear efficacy for the control of chorea, [50] but it is absent in Chinese pharmacies. Moreover, there is a need for our clinicians to promote the usage of genetic testing and provide more directions in rehabilitation, palliative care, and offer comfort and psychiatric therapies to the patients and their families. The unified HD rating scale (UHDRS) also needs to be popularized in Asia to assist in evaluating the HD progression.
In conclusion, increasing attention has been drawn to HD in Asia. Most clinical manifestations and CAG repeat expansion in HTT in Asian HD were similar to those in the Caucasian population. The HD haplotype and CCG polymorphisms have some differences between Asian and Caucasian population. Hence, there might be some difference in modifying single nucleotide polymorphisms which have never been reported in Asian before. Furthermore, the clinicians in Asia especially in China should promote the usage of genetic testing and put more effects in rehabilitation, palliative care and offer comfort of patients and their families. UHDRS scale also needs to be popularized in Asia to assist in evaluating the progression of HD. The progression of researches on pathogenesis could give an assistant to the therapy of HD. Though HD still remains a genetic hereditary incurable disease, we can make arduous efforts to progress the effective disease-modifying treatments technology.
